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Schedule

7:00 p.m.
Silent Auction Begins
Public Interest Student Awards

8:00 p.m.
Live Auction – Part I
**With Auctioneers:**
Dean Michelle Greenberg-Kobrin
Professor Robert Jackson

8:55 p.m.
Intermission
BAR/BRI Raffle

9:05 p.m.
Live Auction – Part II
Silent Auction Closes
Procedures for Bidding and Redeeming

SILENT AUCTION
Opens at 7:00 p.m. & Closes at 9:00 p.m.

When bidding on an item, please write your name, e-mail address, phone number and the amount of your bid in the appropriate increment on the bid sheet in front of the item. Make sure that the PILF volunteer standing behind the table acknowledges your bid by initialing next to your entry. Bidding in the Silent Auction will close in sections beginning at 9:00 p.m.. The highest bid at the close of the Silent Auction is the winning bid. The PILF volunteer standing behind the Silent Auction tables will remove the Silent Auction Bid Forms and write the name of the winning bidder on the bidding form. At the conclusion of the Silent Auction, bidders should check the auction item tables to determine if they have won. If you would like to depart early, you may leave your contact and payment information with the check-out staff stationed to the left of the stage. You may pay for Silent Auction items by cash, credit card, or check. Should the highest bidder be unable to pay, the next highest bidder will be deemed the winner. Payment is due at the time the Silent Auction concludes.

LIVE AUCTION
Opens at 8:00 p.m. & Closes at 10:00 p.m. (approx.)

If you wish to place a bid, please raise your paddle. Keep your paddle up until the auctioneer recognizes you. If you are the highest bidder for an item, an auction representative will approach you and provide you with directions for payment and receipt of your winning item. You may pay for Live Auction items by cash, credit card, or check. Payment is due at the time the Live Auction concludes.
REDEEMING ITEMS WON AT THE AUCTION

You may pay for auction items by cash, credit card, or check. If you have any questions, please contact Lane Feler & Carrie Tirrell at pilfauction@gmail.com.

Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP

is pleased to support

Columbia Law School’s Public Interest Law Foundation.

We are proud to share the Foundation’s commitment to provide pro bono legal services to those in our communities most in need.

Akin Gump

STRAUSS HAUER & FELD LLP

akingump.com
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Live Auction Items

**L1 D.C. GETAWAY:** Two nights of hospitality in Washington, D.C. for 1-2 persons at Professor Jonathan Bush’s DC condo, either on a weekend or weekday. Perfect for interviews in DC without the added cost of a hotel, a trip to see the much-desired cherry blossom festival, or finally take a field trip to SCOTUS. Courtesy of Professor Jonathan Bush.

**L2 CAN YOU TAKE THE HEAT?** Dinner for 5 at Manhattan’s best Sichuan restaurant with Professor Ben Liebman. For spicy food lovers!

**L3 TOUR AND BRUNCH:** Walking tour of Morningside Heights and brunch at Professor Richard Briffault’s home for 6 to 8 students. Scheduled for May 4, with a rain date on May 10.

**L4 THE ITALIAN JOB:** Dinner for 4 with Professor Harold Edgar at Celeste, a local Italian restaurant on the Upper West Side. For patent and criminal law buffs alike, or anyone who appreciates a good sense of humor and cases about Russian roulette.

**L5 MARGARITAS AND MAYHEM:** Evening of dinner, margaritas, and—as the title suggests—mayhem with Professors Genty and Spinak for a bidding group of 10 students.

**L6 DINNER AND NIGHT COURT:** Professor Shechtman invites you to dinner with his family, to be followed by a trip to the night court!

**L7 DESTINATION OUEST:** Dinner for 4 students with Professor Goldschmid at Ouest. A critics’ pick, Ouest is one of the, if not the, finest restaurants on the Upper West Side. Come eat "love-it-in-an-instant" food, such as the seared tuna with chickpea purée or an atypically tart tomato-chive broth on a tenderly flaky sautéed skate. Pair that with its stellar wine list and to-die-for desserts (think crème fraîche panna cotta with fresh passion fruit), and you and your friends will be in culinary heaven.

**L8 GAME NIGHT WITH SJI:** Pass an evening of delicious cocktails and hors d’oeuvres with the SJI staff (the fun ones)! It will be a night of friendly competition, laughs, and consumption. This prize is good for a group of up to 8 people. Winners will enjoy: two hours of game(s) of
their selection of an on-campus or near-campus venue, an artisanal cocktail tutorial and drinks from a creative drinkmaster, music courtesy of celebrated balladeer Matthew Gewolb, and the opportunity to win prizes but (most importantly) bragging rights. Cocktails and hors d’oeuvres courtesy of Dean Chapnick!

L9  **TAPAS TIME:** Dinner and drinks with Jamal Greene and Elora Mukherjee for up to 4 people at their favorite tapas restaurant. On a nice night, you can dine al fresco. Better choose a Tuesday night – there will be an added bonus of live flamenco music!

L10 **PRIVATE CONCERT:** An evening at the home of Professor Susan Sturm for up to 30 people, with wine, cheese, dessert, and chamber music performed by Professor Susan Sturm and her clarinet partner. The program will include Beethoven, Ravel, and Debussy. The event will be held in September.

L11 **SNOWCATION:** Will the next winter be as snowy as this one has been? Professor Strauss offers up to three students a morning of cross-country skiing (your equipment) on the carriage roads of John D. Rockefeller’s historic estate (now in good part Rockefeller State Park) in nearby Pocantico, NY. Lunch to follow. No-snow consolation prize: a trip to the remarkable sculpture garden at Storm King, north of West Point.

L12 **TALE OF TWO CASES BREAKFAST:** Behind the Scenes Stories from Romer v. Evans and Lawrence v. Texas. Over breakfast at Community, you and 4 or 5 friends can talk with Professor Suzanne Goldberg about some of the funny and not-so-funny behind-the-scenes stories of Romer and Lawrence and the world of LGBT/HIV rights advocacy.

L13 **OUT ON THE TOWN:** Night at Ding-Dong Lounge (including Indus Valley takeout dinner) for up to 6 students with Professor Emens, Professor Scott Hemphill, and Professor Olati Johnson. Another bonus: unlimited juke box quarters. Oh, and great craft beer.

L14 **SHAKEN OR STIRRED? STRAIGHT UP OR ON THE ROCKS?** Professor Philip Bobbitt, martini-making master, will teach 6 students the secrets of his art. Liberal samples included!

L15 **PRIVATE CONCERT AND RECEPTION:** Concert for up to 30 people of 17th Century music on the theme of the cuckoo (*Vox Cuculi*). A sure-to-astound performance by Professor Katharina Pistor, her husband,
Carsten Bonnemann, and a friend, Christopher Minarch. The trio will demonstrate their expertise on the Violin, Viol, and Harpsichord at Professor’s Pistor’s home on April 26, 2014 at 5.00 p.m. A reception to follow!

L16 LUNCH FOR THE LEGAL MIND: Join reference librarian Dana Neacsu for bratwurst or spätzle at Cafe Sabarsky, inspired by the great Viennese cafés of intellectual and artistic life. Located at the Neue Galerie.

L17 EXPERIENCE NANTUCKET: Three-day weekend in Professors Elizabeth and Robert Scott’s beautifully furnished and landscaped Nantucket summer home. The house boasts panoramic ocean views and is only a 5 minute walk to the beach. House has a great room, den and 4 bedrooms. Maximum of 6 people. Weekend to be arranged—possibly Memorial Day!

L18 HARLEM’S FINEST: Dinner at Lido for up to 4 students with Professors Brett Dignam and Barbara Schatz. One diner described Lido as being “worth a chartered flight from lower Manhattan;” another stated the cream sauce is “almost criminally good . . . [requiring] a waiver absolving them from wrong doing.”

L19 BERKSHIRE RETREAT: Spend the weekend at Professor Peter Strauss’s 4-bedroom, lakefront vacation home on Stockbridge Bowl in the Berkshires. Private beach included! How better to recover from exams with your friends, celebrate graduation, or simply enjoy a tranquil getaway? Weekend to be agreed upon.

L20 TENNIS LESSON WITH A (REAL) PRO: Mario Ancic will provide a 2-hour tennis lesson. Talk about credentialed: former number 7 player in the world with wins over R.Federer, R.Nadal, N.Djokovic and A.Murray, Wimbledon semifinalist, winner of the Olympic medal at the Athens Olympic Games and a Davis Cup Champion, but MOST impressively, a 2L at Columbia Law School.

L21 POWER LUNCH AT A STEAKHOUSE: The winning bidder and two friends are invited to join professor and alumnus Jeremy Feinberg for lunch escape at the Palm (TriBeCa) on a mutually convenient Friday.

L22 DINNER FOR THE ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY: Professor Michael Gerrard will host 4 students for dinner. Conversation will steer
toward issues of environment, energy, and policy, but nothing is predetermined.

**L23 SPOONBREAD WITH THE CLINIC TEAM:** Enjoy lunch for 3 with a clinic team that still embodies the Harlem Legal Aid office of the golden days. Join Clinic Administrator Brenda Eberhart and Clinic Professors Conrad Johnson and Mary Zulack at Spoonbread II. Schedule it soon – you’ll be energized for the rest of the semester!

**L24 SPEAKEASY FOR SIX:** Do you think “chartreuse” is just a color? Do you know your “absinthe” from your “aquavit”? When you hear “aperol,” do you think of equitable relief? It’s time you got a real education. Join Professors Scott Hemphill and Bert Huang for an evening of tasting flights of cocktails at a local speakeasy yet to be named (if it even has a name...). The tasting is limited to six students. Some flexibility in timing required since Professor Huang is currently in Cambridge but does return to New York frequently.

**L25 COCKTAILS, CHELSEA, CONCEIVABLE CAPER:** Professor Tim Wu will make his premiere Martinis (employing the "Bobbitt method) or Manhattans at his West Chelsea loft and then take our group on an "enhanced" tour of West Chelsea's best galleries, including Pace, Augustine, Gagosian, with possible side-trips up and down the high-line. Don't sign up if you hate art or strong drinks, but trust me -- you may discover a whole new level of art appreciation.

**L26 RED ROOSTER:** Some lucky group of four will be able to join Professors Metzger and Johnson for lunch at Red Rooster in Harlem. With this dynamic duo, you’re sure to have a whale of a time.
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SILENT AUCTION ITEMS

*Unless otherwise indicated, all gift certificates/cards in the silent auction were donated by the establishment itself. All certificates expire 1 year after the date of the auction unless otherwise noted on the certificate.

FINE DINING

S1  **Red Rooster**: $200 gift certificate to Harlem’s remarkable Red Rooster restaurant. Courtesy of Professors Jessica Bulman-Pozen and David Pozen, who wish they could be there but will have to sit this season out due to a baby on the way.

S2  **B.R. Guest Restaurants**: $100 gift certificate to any B.R. Guest Restaurant, including Blue Fin, Blue Water Grill, Dos Caminos, Isabella’s, Primehouse New York, Ruby Foo’s Times Square, and Vento Trattoria. These restaurants are—literally—the talk of the town.

S3  **Chef Ho’s**: $50 gift certificate to this Chinese food haven on the Upper East Side. Serving the best pork buns in a 20 block radius. Plus, they deliver!

S4  **El Quijote**: $100 gift certificate to this Chelsea-based Spanish restaurant. If you’re craving paella, sangria, or chorizo, bid now or forever hold your peace. Apparently they have a pretty strong Negroni too, and their cocktails are “not for the faint of heart.”

S5  **Franchia Vegan Café**: $100 gift certificate to this vegan restaurant, known for its variety of delicious teas. A patron described his experience: “With serene eastern music playing and a delicious white lotus tea in front of me, I was soon in a very meditative state. The food was also just right—fresh, tasty, and filling!” (not valid on Fridays or Saturdays 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.).

S6  **Hangawi Restaurant**: $150 gift card to this amazing vegetarian Korean restaurant. Get ready to take off your shoes, sit at a sunken table, and savor authentic Korean dishes ... also, as one guy noted, “a really good place to go on a date” (not valid on Fridays & Saturdays 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.).
**Lattanzi**: Have dinner for two at an Italian restaurant situated in the theatre district. A $200 value. Do NOT miss the artichokes.

**Magnolia Bakery**: 2-dozen assorted classic cupcakes. Try to not finish them in one sitting. It’s difficult, we know.

**Massawa Restaurant**: $100 gift certificate, which will buy you a boatload of mouth-watering Ethiopian food! Conveniently located at W. 121st & Amsterdam.

**Memorial Day BBQ In D.C.**: Professor Yeomans, an adjunct for the Columbia DC Externship, invites you and five friends to his house in Arlington, VA (DC) for a BBQ on Monday, May 26. Gina Yeomans CLS ’15 is co-hosting.

**Pouring Ribbons**: $50 gift certificate to the crafty cocktail mecca, Pouring Ribbons. Who knew there was such thing as the ”swizzled” method? We recommend the ”Forgetful Jones.”

**Taverna Kyclades**: Two $100 gift certificates available to Michelin-recommended Taverna Kyclades. Known for their fish dishes, this restaurant is sure to be unforgettable.

**Turkuaz Fine Turkish Cuisine**: Explore cuisine from half a world away with a gift certificate for brunch. Market value of $55.


**Union Square Hospitality Group**: $200 gift certificate to your choice of restaurants in Danny Meyer’s USHG, from Shake Shack to The Modern (at MoMA) to Gramercy Tavern to North End Grill. For a complete list, see ushgnyc.com. Courtesy of Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy LLP.
HOMEMADE GOODIES

S16 **Cookies Or Soft Pretzels**: 2L Kate Benner will with 3 days advance notice make you cookies (she’s particularly adept at making biscotti, meringues, or the classic chocolate chippers) or soft pretzels.

S17 **6-Pack Of Home-Brewed Stout**: 3L Kathleen Kline, a brewmistress of five years, will provide a 6-pack of sweet, dark, and strong stout. *Disclaimer—a new IPA may be available as an alternative!*

S18 **Crack-aroni And Cheese**: 2L Madiba “Voice of our Generation” Dennie will impress you with a pound of delicious, cheesy goodness that is macaroni and cheese. Seasoned and baked to perfection. It’s her Mama’s recipe, and you won’t get it anywhere else.

S19 **Case Of Hot Sauce**: Created by a father-son team from Texas, take home a case (12 bottles) of a unique habanero hot sauce. Since cooking so often is secondary to studying, take advantage of this sure-fire way to spice up your life.

S20 **“French” Silk Pie**: CLS’ Grand Poobah of Baking Lane Feler will prepare on demand a decidedly Southern take on French silk pie. With a chocolate-almond crust, dense and rich chocolate filling, and homemade whipped cream, this pie is the type of experience that can only be described as toe-curling and mind-blowing.

S21 **One Dozen Cupcakes Or Muffins**: Delectable goodies created by the indomitable PILF President Gina Yeomans. Possible cupcake flavors include chocolate or funfetti with either strawberry, vanilla, chocolate, or cream cheese frosting. Muffin options are banana, strawberry, blueberry, and/or chocolate chip.

S22 **Chocolate Chip Walnut Cookies**: 2L and heartthrob Jeremy Girton will provide one dozen delicious, fresh, homemade brown-butter chocolate chip walnut cookies. Baked whenever you need them! These award-winning* cookies will impress all your friends! *Cookies may or may not have won actual awards.

S23 **Ice Cream Cookiewiches**: Imagine chasing after an ice cream truck, flagging it down, and acquiring a glorious treat: the cookiewich. Now imagine that again, only homemade, without the running, and with your choice of cookie and ice cream flavor, as well as M&M/chocolate chips/
something similar coating the ice cream. Comes in a baker’s dozen courtesy of 3L Jessica Lutkenhaus.

**FITNESS & BEAUTY**

**S24 1-Hour Intense Pilates + Dinner:** Summer is coming up and that means shorts and bathing suits! It also means it is time to get in shape. 2Ls Dee Kuchukulla and Corinne Nhaissi will help you do that with a one-hour intense pilates class. You’re guaranteed to be sore in your arms, abs, legs, abs, and everywhere else you have muscles for days after the session. After pilates, they’ll cook you dinner and laugh over how difficult the workout was.

**S25 3 In-Home Fitness Sessions:** One of Mind Over Matter’s professionals will whip you into shape with either personal training pilates or yoga sessions. Manhattan residents only.

**S26 5-Class Yoga Card:** Center yourself in the midst of the law school grind with a gift card to Integral Yoga. Studies show that the more you work through your vinyasa, the greater likelihood you’ll receive the elusive A+.

**S27 10-Class Yoga Or Pilates Card:** This pass covers ten classes at Harlem Yoga Studio, located at the very convenient 44 West 125th Street. A variety of levels and classes are available, and each class is 90 minutes in length. The perfect amount of time to step away from brief writing.

**S28 Anti-Gravity Treadmill And Fitness Sessions:** Enjoy three 45-minute fitness training sessions, as well as 3 hours of running on the Alter G treadmill — anti-gravity makes running that much more enticing.

**S29 Ancestral Aromatherapy Massage:** Cynergy Spa & Wellness Center will help you sink into a deep coma-like state of relaxed bliss. $125 value.

**S30 Aquamarine And Diamond Ring:** Don a beautiful size 7 aquamarine and diamond ring. Gently used, but shiny as ever! Courtesy of Gina Yeomans.
S31 **Avalon Salon And Day Spa**: 1-hour Swedish massage to take the edge off as we hurtle toward finals.

S32 **Chelsea Piers Multisport Passport**: Four passports, typically priced at $60. Includes day pass to the Health Club, Sports Center, admission and skate rental, batting cage tokens, shoe rental with the purchase of a game at Bowlmor, and $15 pre-paid Ball Card and club rental.

S33 **Dental Cleaning**: Free cleaning and check-up from Dr. Lee Wexler at Gallery 57 Dental. Check out their website at www.gallery57.com. $250 value. Courtesy of Professor Susan Sturm.

S34 **Hair Styling Services**: Need to tame that mane for Grad Ball? Have another formal event approaching? Hair styling services available. $80+ value if done professionally. Courtesy of Lily-Diem Vo.

S35 **Hand-Knit Hat**: 3L Sara Nies will create 1 hand-knit hat out of some fancy, super soft yarn. You can pick the pattern that you like, and it will be one-of-a-kind. If next year is as cold as this one, then you will be a happy, happy owner.

S36 **Henna Tattoos**: 2L Urooj Khan will give you a full hand of henna with custom design. JUST FOR YOU.

S37 **Limited Edition Clinic T-Shirt**: Acquire a very limited edition turquoise t-shirt. White lettering, a sunburst logo, and the slogan, “I Run With The Clinics.” Wear it with pride, or as a comfy sleepshirt when you can’t leave the library.

S38 **New York Road Runners Membership**: Professor Mary Zulack will offer a counseling session on the best races, as well as pay for a one-year membership to get you started on a stellar future in running.
HOBNOBBING AND PERSONAL SERVICES


S40 **Ballroom Dance Lessons**: You may know Melanie as 1L, but she is also a certified professional instructor of more than 20 Ballroom and Latin Dances including Cha Cha, Swing, Waltz, and Tango. She's taught students of all ages in group settings and private lessons, working with first-time dancers and competitors. She also competed on the national amateur circuit between 2005 and 2009 winning numerous regional and national competitions. The gift certificate can be used in one 4-hour session, or in a series of 1-2 hour lessons. It's perfect for learning a dance for your wedding, gifting parents who are impossible to shop for, or preparing for future appearances on Dancing With the Stars (for those of you who are going to be famous). Estimated value of $350.

S41 **Cameo In the Law Revue's Above The Law Music Video**: Every Spring Semester since time immemorial, the Columbia Law Revue [sic] has submitted one or two Worthy Videos to the greatest worldwide competition since whatever tournament thing they were doing in Street Fighter II: the ISRA Slot Car Racing World Championship. And every Spring Semester, it realizes its mistake and sheepishly submits these Videos to the "Above the Law" Law Revue Video Contest as well. This is YOUR CHANCE to play a KEY cameo ROLE extra in one of those videos, "guaranteed" to receive literally some views on YouTube! Filming TBA, but it will be in the next few weeks. Prominent placement in frame and at least several seconds’ screentime assured. Complimentary if rudimentary meal included.

S42 **Chess Lesson With Scotch To Take The Edge Off**: Join 3L David Lyons for two classic pastimes that only get better with age. Includes a two-hour lesson tailored to your skill level and whatever’s left of a nice bottle of scotch.

S43 **Computer Repair Services**: If you have a software or hardware problem, fix it! Available for Windows, Mac, and Linux. Courtesy of Lily-Diem Vo.
**Day-Long Car Rental:** Rent 2L Nawal Maalouf’s 2006 Honda Civic for the day! This reliable car with less than 25k miles will take you and up to four friends wherever you need to go. You can make a trip to the outlets, go to the beach, visit your friends, or do whatever else you’ve been meaning to do without dealing with the limits and expense of cabs or the hassle and constraints of public transportation! Winner will be responsible for gas, but the car is fuel efficient! Available any day between April 20th and June 1st.

**Dog Date:** 2L Mitra Anoushiravani’s dog, Leo, is friendly and playful. He is a 7-month-old, 40 pound Australian shepherd mix that loves everyone he meets. Playing with him or taking him for a walk in the park would make for a perfect study break or weekend activity. Hanging out with dogs is a great way to reduce stress and let loose without the hangover ;). This playdate lasts up to 3 hours. The winner will have to pick Leo up from Mitra’s apartment on 113th & Amsterdam and the playdate will have to happen sometime between April 18 and May 26, 2014.

**Margarita And Guac-Making Class:** Bring three of your friends to hang out with some very cool (rising) 3Ls and learn how to make a strong yet delicious margarita and zesty guacamole! Ali Borochoff-Porte, Matt Delgado, Tiffany Woo, Kaitlin Morrison, and Gina Yeomans invite you to Matt’s apartment (111st and Broadway) for a demonstration. You get to keep any leftovers! Good for a group of up to 4 people. Time and date to be determined by everyone’s convenience in the fall of 2014.

**Portrait Of A Law Student:** Get your oil-on-canvas portrait done by artist and 2L Minji Reem whether it’s for a special occasion, a special someone, or just for the sake of being beautiful. In the alternative, you can choose a watercolor piece from her original collection. For samples, visit: www.minjireem.squarespace.com.

**Puppy Play Date:** 1 hour of puppy play time with Barak, a wonderful, fluffy 1-year-old Alaskan Klee Kai. Barak, who looks like a mini-direwolf, makes for a perfect addition to a Game of Thrones viewing. At 16 pounds, he is easy to manage on a leash and has an impressive array of tricks including “stand,” “stick ‘em up,” “bang bang,” and “boop.” Play date includes: treats, toys, water bowl, and puppy drop off (subject to scheduling). Courtesy of Taly Matityahu.

**Tax Preparation:** 2L and PILF Treasurer Eric Konopka will help you
with your taxes! He’s licensed and everything! Good for one individual
tax return preparation for tax year 2013 (due April 15, 2014) or 2014
due April 15, 2015).

S50 **Translation Service:** Translation from Chinese to English, or English to
Chinese. It could be either in writing (5000 words), or oral interpretation
(2 or 3 hours). 1L Sarah Chen holds a Certificate for the Advance-level
English Interpretation in China.

S51 **Reduced To Fiction:** Tuckerization is the act of using a person’s name
in an original story as an in-joke. The term is derived from Wilson
Tucker, a pioneering American science fiction writer, fan and fanzine
editor, who made a practice of using his friends’ names for minor
characters in his stories. The winning bidder will have his or her name
and/or defining characteristic employed for a major or minor character,
whichever the bidder chooses, in an upcoming short story by award-
winning writer, Tochi Onyebuchi, J.D. ’15.

S52 **Science Fiction Short Story Featuring The Highest Bidder As The
Protagonist:** Gregg Badichek will compose a science fiction short story
featuring the lucky bidder as the main character. Who knows what crazy
sci-fi misadventures will arise at Columbia Law School? Will a wormhole
appear over Morningside Park, spewing Benjamin Cardozo into the
present? Will HamDel fail its health inspection because it’s actually
staffed by cyborgs? Is Jerome Greene Hall in reality the exposed edifice
of a downed spaceship, thus explaining its hideous visage? Find out for
yourself! Courtesy of Gregg Badichek, 1L Representative.

S53 **YOU: The Documentary (Short Subject):** Columbia Law School’s
resident amateur documentarian ordinare and two-time, four-semester
Law Revue Technical Director which is somehow a credential offers the
chance of a lifetime, provided you define “chance” and “lifetime” very
restrictively: A Brief History of You. That’s right, the lucky(?) winner(??)
of this Lot will receive, in your choice of a dizzying array of fabulous
video formats, a Tim Gray original documentary short about your life.
the style. Some participation—pictures, script input, choice of
funny/serious/awkward/funny-serious blend—may be required. Void
where prohibited.
CULTURE & ENTERTAINMENT

S54  **92nd Street Y**: Enjoy a $150 gift certificate to the 92nd Street Y! From concerts and performances, to health and fitness classes, the possibilities are as endless as the days are long.

S55  **Bowling Night!**: Frames Bowling Lounge invites you to enjoy two 1-hour bowling cards. Located near the Port Authority Bus Terminal, this bowling alley offers a super-cool ambience and a great bar.

S56  **Chamber Magic At The Waldorf**: Since 2000, magician Steve Cohen has been performing his Chamber Magic show to small audiences in a suite at the Waldorf-Astoria. The show is great fun, and a unique New York experience. [See more information here](www.chambermagic.com). Courtesy of Professor Steven Tepper.

S57  **Doubletree Guest Suites Hotel**: Two complimentary suite nights with breakfast available. Treat yourself to a staycation or have a place for your family to stay for graduation. Courtesy of Career Services.

S58  **Drunken Pirates of Catan**: #NerdAlert! Win this item and you and 4-5 friends will play the inaugural game of the 32,479th spin-off of the Greatest Game of All Time, Drunken Pirates of Catan!! Seriously, 3L David Lyons will lend you his regular Settlers of Catan or (much better), Settlers of Catan: Cities and Knights. Most importantly, he will also buy your group a bottle-of-choice to encourage more trading and rampaging. Pirate costumes during play encouraged but will not earn Victory Points.

S59  **IFC Center Membership**: Grab your significant other (or best friend for the swarms of singles out there) for a one-year Cineaste membership for two to the IFC Center.

S60  **Knicks Tickets**: The winning bidder will join professor and alumnus Jeremy Feinberg for a Knicks game in the 2014-15 season. The game will be selected based on availability and mutual convenience once the season schedule is released. The seats are in the second row of the upper tier at center court.

S61  **Live Ideas: Baldwin Through Dance**: Have a relaxing night out for two at New York Live Arts. With the foundation of James Baldwin’s seminal work, *Another Country*, choreographer Dianne McIntyre weaves
a tapestry of dance, song, and instrumental sounds. Performance dates are either April 26 at 8 p.m. or April 27 at 2 p.m.

S62 **MoMA + Dinner**: Treat yourself (and three friends) to a visit to MoMA. Supplement art with the finest cuisine. Courtesy of Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP.

S63 **New York Philharmonic**: Schedule in some quality music time with this voucher for 2 orchestra seats for the 2013-2014 season.

S64 **Pop, Six, Squish**: 2 tickets to see a classic, Chicago. Courtesy of Professor Michael Sovern.

S65 **Telecharge.com**: $350 gift certificate to Telecharge.com redeemable for tickets to shows and events at participating Telecharge.com venues. Courtesy of Stroock & Stroock & Lavan LLP.

S66 **The Daily Show With Jon Stewart**: Need a laugh after a long year of law school? Looking to de-stress before finals? You and a friend can join 2Ls Matt Danzer and Genia Gokhmark for a live taping of The Daily Show with Jon Stewart on May 6. We will pick the tickets, you just come for the show (and maybe a drink or two in Hell’s Kitchen afterwards).

S67 **Tico Tales Or A Christmas Carol**: Relive your childhood or entertain your children with two tickets to Tico Tales or A Christmas Carol at The Players Theatre.

S68 **WorkShop Theater**: Four tickets to any one show in their 2014-15 season. WorkShop Theater develops new plays and musicals through a rigorous process of readings, workshops, and main stage productions. The title of the current play in progress is, on its own, incentive enough: Full Frontal.

S69 **Yankees Tickets**: Two tickets to a Yankees home game against the Cincinnati Reds on July 20, 2014. Seats are located in Section 227A. Courtesy of Richard Inz.
THE ELECTRONICS STORE

S70  **Apple Gift Card**: $250 gift card. Redeemable online or in Apple stores. Courtesy of Clifford Chance LLP.

S71  **Amazon Gift Card**: $50 gift card. So many options!!

S72  **iPad Air**: Wi-Fi. 16GB. And a glorious silver hue. $420 value. Courtesy of Schulte Roth & Zabel LLP.

S73  **iPad Mini**: $299 value. Courtesy of Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP.

S74  **iPad Mini With Logo**: For all you summer and future associates of WilmerHale (or simply die-hard fans), enjoy an iPad mini with the firm’s logo. What better way to show your enthusiasm at EIP! Courtesy of Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale & Dorr LLP.

S75  **Big Jawbone Jambox Speaker**: $299 value. Courtesy of Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP.

S76  **iPad Mini**: $299 value. Courtesy of Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP.

S77  **Dr. Dre Beats Headphones**: $239.99 value. Courtesy of Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP.

S78  **Dr. Dre Beats Earbuds**: $99 value. Courtesy of Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP.

S79  **Skullcandy Custom Aviator Headphones**: Get crafty and create your own personal headphones. So many colors, so little time. Courtesy of Latham & Watkins LLP.

BARBRI

S80  **BARBRI Gift Certificate**: 15 certificates available. Minimum bid $800 (each). The highest bidder for each gift certificate will receive $1750 off the price of his or her BARBRI course. If you have already paid for a course, you will receive a $1750 refund. Winner must pay a non-refundable $250 registration fee not covered by the certificate and must
register with BARBRI within 30 days of receipt of the certificate. Raffle winners not eligible.

S81 **BARBRI Gift Certificate:**
See description above.
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